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10. Term Relationship Form 
 

 

① Enter the terms that you selected in Form 9: Term Selection Form as A, B, and C 

  Term               A： B：              C： 

 

A 

B 

② Without considering the meaning, enter term A and term B into the blanks.  

（A              ） is（B              ）. 

③ Rearrange the sentence you created in step ② so that it reflects your felt sense. 

Ex. A is a thing for B~~~. 

【              is                                】 

④ Write down freely your reasoning or anything you realize in rearranging the sentence. Underline anything that 

you feel is important.   

 

B 

A 

⑤ Without considering the meaning, enter term B and term A into the blanks.  

（B              ）is（A              ）. 

⑥ Rearrange the sentence you created in step ⑤ so that it reflects your felt sense. 

【            is                              】 

⑦ Write down freely your reasoning or anything you realize in rearranging the sentence. Underline anything that 

you feel is important.   

 

 

B 

C 

⑧ Without considering the meaning, enter term B and term C into the blanks.  

（B              ）is（C              ） 

⑨ Rearrange the sentence you created in step ⑧ so that it reflects your felt sense. 

 

【            is                              】 

⑩  Write down freely your reasoning or anything you realize in rearranging the sentence. Underline anything that 

you feel is important.  

 

 

 

C 

B 

⑪ Without considering the meaning, enter term C and term B into the blanks.  

（C              ）is（B              ） 

⑫ Rearrange the sentence you created in step ⑪ so that it reflects your felt sense. 

【            is                              】 

⑬ Write down freely your reasoning or anything you realize in rearranging the sentence. Underline anything that 

you feel is important.   

 

C 

A 

⑭ Without considering the meaning, enter term C and term A into the blanks. 

（C             ）is（A             ） 

⑮Rearrange the sentence you created in step ○14  so that it reflects your felt sense.

【            is                             】 

⑯Write down freely your reasoning or anything you realize in rearranging the sentence. Underline anything that 

you feel is important.   

 

 

A 

C 

⑰ Without considering the meaning, enter term A and term C into the blanks.  

（A            ）is（C             ） 

⑱Rearrange the sentence you created in step ⑰ so that it reflects your felt sense. 

【            is                              】 

⑲Write down freely your reasoning or anything you realize in rearranging the sentence. Underline anything that 

you feel is important.   

 


